
On-Camera Prep Guide
A guide to showing up authentically on-camera.

Created by Savannah Power



I want to congratulate you for showing up for yourself. 

Saying YES to being on-camera is an act of self-love and belonging. 

You are listening to and honoring your highest self and giving voice to the

part of you that is meant for more. You're not hiding anymore, and your

future self thanks you for it.

This guide is a tool to help you prepare to be authentically you and get the

most out of your upcoming session day. 

But let's not get ahead of ourselves...review the information here, do a happy

dance, and get ready to rock your session.

Savannah

Hey you!
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What to Wear

SHOULD I DRESS UP?

Business Professional
Business Casual 
Smart Casual
Casual

Consider your ideal client, what they 
typically wear and what you would 
wear to meet them for a 1:1. 

What dress tier does your ideal client fall Into?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Consider dressing on par or 1 tier "up" from w
hat you ideal client wears.

HAIR / MAKE-UP / NAILS / GLASSES

Make-up should be natural with a matte powder finish. Put a little extra
matte powder on your T-zone.
Hair can be however you like.
Avoid long, acrylic nails.
Avoid wearing glasses If possible.

Arrive to your shoot with hair & make-up done.

Striped or Plaid Shirts
Bright or Hot Colors
Shiny clothing
White Shirts (off-white Is OK)
Dresses
Clothing with Logos for other companies

Pastel or bold/rich colored tops
Something you feel comfortable In
"Cool" fabrics(temperature wise)
Something consistent with your brand

What NOT to Wear:

We DO Recommend:

GENERAL
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Your home 

Your home office or co-working space

A studio (Con: Out-of-pocket cost - $25-200/hr; Pro: maximum

control of lighting and space.)

A public park or place (Con: Can't control sound and people; Pro:

Beautiful nature and natural lighting depending on weather)

A Peerspace Rental (Pro: Beautiful locations; Con: Out-of-pocket cost

$25-$200/hr.)

There are pros and cons to any location and it's important to consider

your brand aesthetic when making a decision. I recommend also choosing

something that feels "high vibe" for you.

For video I highly recommend a quiet, indoor space, with doors that close

for the interview portion of your video.

Here are some options to consider:

Consult with your videographer or photographer on their local

recommendations.

Choosing a Location
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Tips for Your Session Day

Take a Deep Breath

The most important thing is that you relax and be your-SELF. Take a deep

breath and remember your why. 

Remember

Be Uniquely You

Breath is one of the most powerful ways to relax and get

back into your body. Try using the 4-sided breath if you

get nervous.

4 counts in, hold for 4, 4 counts out.

This breath can help to calm the nervous system.

You know all the Answers

You can't say anything wrong and you can always do each question over

again!

Your ideal clients are looking for YOU. Allow yourself to shine through. 

 Lean into what makes you, you.
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Pre-Shoot Journal Prompts

How to I want to feel? (ex. passionate, engaged)

Journal on these prompts to get some clarity and remove shoot-

day jitters! I've provided my own answers as examples.

What three words describe my essential essence? (serious, dramatic,

intense)

How do I want to speak? (ex. I want to speak with purpose)

How do I want to look? (ex. natural, imperfect, beautiful)
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Thank you for taking this time to review my prep guide - I hope you've

remembered that the most important thing is to just be YOU. 

You already have everything you need to succeed.

Now, go crush it!

All love,

Savannah Power
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